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Sorry there are no images at the moment. We are working on it. I am going to try to make my 
presentation as visual as possible. 
I am going to explain how the project started out. 
We are looking for partners from museums to work on the content with us. 
ANDRA is the National Agency for the disposal of nuclear waste. It is working on how to protect future 
generations from nuclear waste. And how to communicate with future generations. The idea is that 
you have to think about what sort of technologies they make be using in order to communicate with 
them. 
I am working with two contemporary artists, David and Alice Bertizzolo. They usually create 
installations in big places like churches and parks. 
The idea is that the artwork should work at a human scale, as well as from a distance. The idea is for 
the artwork to be recreated as a virtual piece of artwork. 
 
With Alice and David, we are working on deciding which environment we want to project our work in 
(a forest, etc.). 
In terms of quality we are the best or one of in France. 
With today’s technology, it is possible to create a small just as easily as a sound (it’s just code). 
There are various modes. 1. With explanations. 2. Without any explanations. 
What I would like to do is run some tests with a series of different partners, including science fiction 
writers, for instance. 
 
Now that we have the visuals: 
This is the forest of tomorrow. This is what is happening underneath the half circle, you can see the 
pictograms that have been inscribed. 
 
Onscreen: the list of who we work with. 
 
So Cloud In / Cloud Out VR is a hybrid app. When people ask me what it is I still don’t have the answer 
and I don’t want to limit what it is by defining it too narrowly. But here are just a few things: 
- work of art 
- video game 
- educational tool 
 
Come and see what we do on our stand. Our background is video games so we are the best in the field 
of recreating virtual reality. 
  


